We are pleased to announce the publication of *Pushing the Envelope: Epistolary Poems*

The poems published here explore concerns that so many personal letters often express: love and loss, hope and redemption, turmoil and joy, outward exploration and introspection.

Poetry in this collection, most written for this specific anthology, continues a tradition more than two thousand years old in the combining of letter-writing with poetry.

These poems amount to literary envelopes that readers can open to discover lyrical language offered in the form of epistles.

This is a unique anthology of epistolary poetry—poems in the form of letters.

More than 50 poets from around the world have contributed to this collection.

Jonas Zdanys, editor of this anthology, has written over 40 books, most of them collections of poetry and volumes of translations of Lithuanian literature. Zdanys is Professor of English at Sacred Heart University.

Order from Barnes & Noble, Amazon, or the bookstore of your choice.
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